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passwords are the weakest point of an it system. it is important to look for ways to secure this information. if
you use the same password for every system you use, you are inviting a hacker to find your weak link. if you
are in the business of hacking, youve already figured out that passwords are the weakest link of an it system.
however, theyre not the only place where you can be vulnerable. because windows is the most used operating

system in the world, hackers also use it as a platform for launching cyber attacks. anyone can crack a
password; its not the domain password, its the password used to log into the domain. as a network

administrator, it is important to know how to protect your domain accounts. if a hacker tries to log in to your
domain, they will receive a basic authentication challenge. the user must enter their username and password
to gain access. if the hacker is successful, they will be able to see your user accounts. the hacker will not be

able to see confidential information, but they will be able to see the user’s logon credentials. it is important to
know these basic, but common, login credential attacks, as they can be used to compromise your users. for

example, if your network is targeted, an attacker may be able to see which user accounts are active.
depending on the passwords that are used, an attacker can quickly scan for all the accounts that have the

same password. the best way to avoid giving out your password is to use strong, unique passwords and avoid
storing them in plain text. when choosing a password, you should avoid using the same password for multiple

sites and services, as they may be easier to crack. in addition, use a complex password that has a mix of
upper- and lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters. also, avoid using the same password across

multiple systems as this will make it easier for a hacker to discover.
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password complexity is also a
great way to protect your

domain passwords. complex
passwords help prevent brute-

force attacks, where an
attacker tries millions of

possible combinations to crack
a password. when choosing a

password, avoid using
dictionary-based passwords, as
these have been widely known

to be one of the easiest
passwords to crack. avoid using
common, easy-to-guess words
as a password, as a hacker will

have a much easier time finding
this information than using a

complex password. when youre
choosing a password, it is also
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important to make sure that
youre not reusing a password

that you have used before. one
of the easiest ways to reveal a

password is to view the
hacker’s login attempts to the

domain. by monitoring the
domain, it will be possible to
see the different ways the
hacker tried to access your
domain. after the hacker

discovers your login details, he
or she will be able to guess

what the password is and crack
it. in order to reduce the risk of
password theft, its important to
update passwords on a regular
basis. most systems will allow
you to update your password

periodically. update your
passwords at least once every

90 days to help reduce the
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chances that hackers can steal
your password. don’t store

passwords in plain text, as this
is the easiest way for hackers to

steal them. instead, it is
important to store passwords in

a secure location, such as a
strong password vault. a

password vault will require a
password to access the content,
making it harder for hackers to

access your passwords.
password vaults are also

beneficial because they allow
you to automatically generate

strong, unique passwords.
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